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1 Introduction 
In classical .nechanics, the theory of Anosov systems [An,AA] provides a paradigm for the 
unstable dynamics governing the mixing process, which is the basis of statistical mechanics. In 
particular, this theory was a forerunner to Sinai's [Si] classical works on the ergodic properties 
of systems of colliding particles. 

In quantum mechanics, on the other hand, there is as yet no corresponding general theory of 
a mechanism that gives rise to similary unstable dynamics, though there is at least one quantum 
model that appears, prima jacie, to be a good candidate for Anosov-type properties: this is the 
quantum version of the 'Arnold Cat' [BNS.Nar]. In view of this situation, it seems worthwhile 
to investigate the feasability of a general theory of unstable quantum dynamical systems, that 
is at least roughly parallel to the classical Anosov theory. 

Our aim in this article is to provide a framework for a non-commutative extension of the 
theory of Anosov systems, that is applicable to unstable, or chaotic, quantum dynamics. This 
evidently requires some non-commutative generalisation of the differential structure, that is 
at the centre of the classical theory We provide this in the form of derivations of the (non-
abelian) algebra of observables, the natural generalisation of classical vector fields on a manifold 
(cf. [Co]). 

In this way, we are able to construct an axiomatic formulation of quantum Anosov systems, 
and to show that, like their classical counterparts, these have an unstable dynamics, char
acterised by non-zero Lyapunov exponents and a certain vectorial, as distinct from algebraic, 
K-mixing property. Furthermore, we show that there are models of physical interest that satisfy 
our axioms, e.g. the quantised Arnold Cat and the modular dynamics of a relativistic quantum 
field or he Rindler wedge of Minkowski space. On the other hand, the canonical quantisation 
of one of the prototype classical Anosov systems, namely the free motion of a particle on a 
surface of constant negative curvature, destroys its Anosov property. We shall discuss this point 
further in section 7. 

We shall organise our material as follows. In section 2, we shall present a brief review of the 
classical theory of Anosov systems. In section 3, we shall set out our axioms, which generalise 
this to the non-commutative regime, and we shall show there that the resultant generalised 
Anosov conditions imply an unstable dynamics, with positive Lyapunov exponents and vectoiial 
K-mixing properties. In section 4, we shall provide a treatment of the quantum Arnold Cat, 
showing that it is indeed an Anosov system, and inferring therefrom certain cluster properties, 
stronger than those ol tained in [BNS]. In section 5, we shall formulate the quantum dynamics 
of a free particle on a surface of constant negative curvature, and shall show that this is neither 
Anosov nor quasi-free, in the standard sense of algebraic quantum theory. In section 6, we shall 
show that the modular dynamics of a relativistic quantum field on a Rindler wedge is an Anosov 
system. Finally, in section 7, we shaJ briefly summarise our conclusions. 

2 Classical Anosov Systems 
Classical Anosov systems are characterized by the so-called "condition C specified in [AA], 
The phase-space of these systems is assumed to be a compact, connected Riemann manifold 
M. The dynamics is an action 

T:(t,m)f RxM~T(t)[m]€M (2-i) 
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which admits two foliations T+ and T~, stable with respect to T, and such that for each m € Af 
the fallowing two conditions are satisüed: 

1. the two leaves F* of ^* through m intersect transversally; with E* denoting the tangent 
space of F* atm,dim££ = it* > 0 is independent of m, and fc++fc~+1 = n+1 s dim A/; 
one also assumes that the orbit T( • )[m] intersects both F* transversally and that its 
tangent vector never vanishes; 

2. there exist strictly positive constants a, b, A such that for every A"* € E* 

n W [ X * ] | | < a e * * P £ l l V*€R* (2.2M) 

l |T(*r[A*]| |>6 e

± A , | |X*| | V t e R * . (2.2.6) 

The archetype [Had] for this structure is the geodesic flow on a compact, connected, two-
dimensional, Riemannian manifold Mc = T\5Z(2,R)/A' of constant negative curvature, where 
51(2,R) acts on the Poincare half-plane (Mc,g); specifically 

Ä7e = {z G C | Z-~- > 0}; g = -4(z - z')~2 dz dz' (2.3) 

and 5L(2,R) acts b> pactional transformations 

(Tn,2)eSL(2 ,R)x¥ f K m[z] = ^—^ 6 Hc; (2.4) 
cz •+• a 

K = S1 = {m_€ 51(2, R) | m[i] = »}; Ä7C can be identified with 51(2, R)/Ä : 51(2,R) 3 
m -> (m(t') 6 Mc and T is a discrete, co-compact subgroup of 51(2, R). The "phase-space" of 
the model is the unit tangent bundle M = T\ Mc which can thus be identified with r\S£(2,R). 
The geodesic flow on M is the action 

T:(t,m)€RxM~ T(t)[m] 6 M (2.5) 

given by 

r(i)[m] = m. 7 (0 ; ^ ) = ( e " o / 2 J / a V (2-6) 

Two horocyclic actions are defined 

5* : ( i , m ) a x M H S±(a)[m] 6 M (2.7) 

and 

S*(*)[m] = m • 7*(,); 7+(*) = ( J J ) ; 7 » - ( \ J V (2.8) 

One now verifies straightforwardly that the orbits of the horocyclic actions 5* are the leaves 
F± of two foliations T* that equip the dynamical system (Af,u, T) — where p is obtained from 
the right Haar measure on SL(2, R) — with the structure of an Anocov system. Note, moreover, 
that 

T(t)5 ± (a)T(-r) = 5 ±(c-A*'.s) V(« , / ) eR 2 (2.9) 
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and A± = ±1. This is a stronger version of (2.2), and, in higher dimensions, would subsume the 
Frobenius theorem on involutive distributions. 

We now seek to generalize the relation (2.9) in a way that lifts the actions from the points 
m of the manifold M to a (sufficiently large) algebra A of functions / on Af, constituating the 
observables of the classical system. Once that is achieved we extend the formalism to the non-
commutative algebras of quantum systems. The first step is immediately achieved by defining 
the actions 

r :(!,/)€ RxA~foT(-t)eA (2.10) 
<T±:(s,f)eRxA^foS±(-s)eA (2.11) 

satisfying 
r(t) <?*{*) r(-t) = (T*^-**1«). (2.12) 

3 Non-commutative Anosov Systems 
In this section we introduce first one of the most convenient extensions of the Anosov structures 
to non-commutative systems. Some refinements of our initial definitions are discussed at the 
end of the section (Remarks 3.7). 

Definition 3.1 Let A be a von Neumann algebra, ^ be a faithful normal state on A, r an 
action — the dynamics — of R on A leaving 4> invariant, i.e. a map 

r : (t, A) € R x A ~ r(t)[A) € A (3.1) 

such that for all t and t' in R : r(t) 6 Aut (A); r(f)r(t') = r(t +1'); r continuous in t; and 
4>OT(t) = <t>. 

We say that the dynamical system (.4,0, r) admits an 'integrable Anosov structure' if there 
exists a collection 

{«7 >|j = l,...,fc;fc + l n} (3.2) 
of 'horocyclic' actions 

aj-.(s,A)£RxA>-+ Oj(s)[A] 6 A (3.3) 
leaving <*> invariant and satisfying 

T(t)0j(s)T(-t) = oJ(e-x>ts) V ( M ) € R 2 (3.4) 

with Xj € R and 
Ai < ... < \k<0<\k+i < ... < A„. (3.5) 

Without loss of generality, we can assume (by GNS construction) that: A acts on a Hubert 
space H; <t> is a ve -tor state, i.e. (0; A) = (•, Ai) V A € A, with * € H cyclic and separating 
for A; r [resp. <jj) is implemented by a strongly continuous one-parameter unitary group V 
[resp. Uj] , i.e. V(s,t) € R 2 and V A € .4 

r(t)[,4] = V(<) /I V(-t) <7»[>1] = Uj(s) A Vj{-s). (3.6) 

W e have then, as a consequence of (3.4) 
V(t)UJ(s)V(-t) = Uj(e'x't3) V (M)a 2. (3.7) 
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Theorem S.2 (Lyapunov exponents) Let 63 be the derivation generating the horocyclic 
action ffj(R) and V(6j) be its domain. Then: 

(1) T(t)6jT(-t) = e x>'ij on V(6j) V ! £ R 

(2) for every A € V(Sj) with 6j[A] ^ 0 

A i= fKm j In|| ̂ r ( i p ] II 

(3) with V denoting the space of derivations of A, g any positive bilinear map 

g:{6,6",€VxV~g(6,6')€A, 

and, for every 6 € V : \\S\\g = g(6,6y/2; if we assume that for every horocyclic Sy. 
\W\\g t 0, we have: 

AJ = < l imi ln | | r ( -OV(OII 9 

(4) for every A 6 V(Sj) with 6j[A] ^ 0, f(A,s) = || Oj(s)[A] - A || satisfies 

J t . - o \ /(A, a) J 

Proof: Eqn. (3.4) implies that V(6j) is stable under r (R) , and in fact, for any A € V(ij) 

6]r{t)[A} = e^T(t)[6iA] 

which is (1). We have then 

l n | | V ( 0 l 4 l l = V + to||*jM)ll 
from which (2) follows; (3) follows similarly from (1). Finally: 

f(r(t)[A],s) _ v (se^HA^'s) _ X)t 

which proves (4). q.e.d. 

Comments on Thm 3.2 
1. Eqn. (3.7) implies that 6j are unbounded derivations, hence ||r(-f)0j'"(i)|| would be of no 

use in the above computations. 

2. The conclusion (3) involves a non-commutative extension of the classical definition of a 
metric 

g : (X,X') € X°°(M) x X°°{M) ~ g(X,X') € C°°(M) 
where X°°(M) denotes the space of smooth vector fields on M. Hence (3) generalizes the 
classical result, according to which the Lyapunov exponents do not depend on the metric 
(see e.g. [Wal]). 

3. f(A, s) provides a measure of how far A moves along an orbit of the horocyclic action Oj, 
so that (4) compares this to the similar expression for the time-translate r(i)[/t] of A. 

4. f{A,s) can be replaced in 3.2.4 by f(*,A,s) = ||(<7>(*)[>4] - A)*|[. 
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Theorem 3.3 (spectral properties) Let V(R) and (/(R) be two strongly continuous one-
parameter groups of unitary operators acting on some Hilbert space H and satisfying for some 

V(t)U{s)V{-t) = U(e-Xts) V ( a , t ) €R 2 . (3.8) 

With {£(-oo,fc] | fc € R) denoting the spectral family of the generator K of U(K), let 

H° = {9 € H | U(a)9 = * V s e R} (3.9) 

nL = {*en | (*,*') = 0 v *'ew°} (3.10) 
« - = £(-oo,0]W x , W + = £[0,oo)?i x. (3.13) 

Then: 

(1) the decomposition H~ © ft0 0 tt+ is stable under V(R) and U{K); 

(2) with Ä* and AT* denoting the self-adjoint generators of the restrictions V*(R) and 
U*(R) of V(R) and U(R) to Ti*, the four operators H± and A* = ln{±K±] have 
homogeneous, absolutely continuous Lebesgue spectrum covering R . 

Proof: Since H'(i = - , o,+) are defined in terms of the spectral family of U(K), these spaces 
are stable under U(s) for all s € R. Moreover Eqn. (3.4.1) is equivalent to the relation 

V(«) E( A) V(-t) = £(eA 'A) (3.12) 

holding for every s 6 R and every Borel subset A C R • This relation implies that TV are also 
stable under V(s) for all a 6 R. This proves (1). 

On W* the operators ± A"* are strictly positive so that A* = ln(± K*) are well denned self-
adjoint operators with spectral families F± such that, for every A c R ^(A) = £x(exp[±A]) 
where £ x denotes the restriction of E to "H* . 

With W*(t) = V±({) Eqn. (3.4.2) reads 

W±{t)F±{A)W±{-i) = F*(A + *) (3.13) 

for every r 6 R and every Borel set A C I t . Since Eqns. (3.13) are systems of imprimitivity 
on R, the conclusion (2) of the theorem is a straightforward consequence of the Mackey-von 
Neumann uniqueness theorem. q.e.d. 

As a consequence of Eqn. (3.4) [see (3.6) - (3.?)] the above spectral properties are satisfied 
for every horocyclic action Oj (j = 1,. . . , n) of a non-commutative Anosov system. 

In the sequel, we shall need to control the behaviour of E(-(, e)A$ for small t. With this in 
mind, we introduce the following notation, in which the index j is omitted whenever it is not 
explicitly required. For every A € A and every / 6 Ll(K,ds) we introduce 

A(f) = jdsf(s)0(s)[A). (3.14) 

We denote with / the Fourier transform of / , and we introduce 

T° = {/€ £1(R,rfz) | /(0) = 0; / continuous around the origin} (3.15) 
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and for every Borel set A C R 

T\ A) = {/ € 7a J ess-supp / fl A = 0}. (3.16) 

We define 
A0 = {A(f)\A€A;fsr>} (3.17) 

and 
A0(A)={AsA°\A(f) = Q V/€^°(A)} (3.18) 

such that A C Ä implies A°(A) C -4°(A). 

Corollary S.4 (vectorial K-flltering) Let (A, 0,r) be a non-commutative Anosov system, 
a be one of its horocycb'c actions, and A°(&) be defined as in Eqn. (3.18) with A = (-oo, -a)U 
(a,oo), o € R + .Then 

(1) A°(A) is a subspace of A0 

(2) r(t)\A'(&)) = ^°(f- A 'A) 

(3) for all A = (-oo, -a] U [broo), a,b € R + and for all t such that At > 0: 
A°(A)CT(t){A°(A)}. 

Proof: (1) is straightforward. For (2), note that for every A € A : (T(t)[A])(/) = r(t)[>i(/,)] 
with ft(s) = e~Mf(e-Ms) and thus /f(fc) = f(eXtk); together with (3.18) this indeed implies 
(2). Finally, (3) follows straightforwardly from (2). q.e.d. 

Lemma 3.5 Let V(R) and U(K) be as in Theorem 3.3; K be the hfinitesinal generator 
of U(K), and E be its spectral family. Let further *i and $'% be two vectors in H, with 
JB(-a,o)*i = 0 for some a > 0, and * 2 € V(KT) for some r > 0. Then for every t € R : 

|(*2,V(*)«i)| <c- A , r «- , | l*i l l l |Ä**2l | . (3.19) 

Proof: With A = (-oo, -a] U [a, oo) we have as a consequence of Eqn. (3.12) 

|(#2,K«)*!)| = |(£(e*A)« 3,V(«)»i)| < | | * 1 | | ( * 2 , £ (e A 'A)* 3 )
1 / 2 (3.20) 

from which the conclusion of the lemma follows upon using the classical inequality, holding for 
every r > 0 : 

Xt-oo.-iMi,«^*) < * 2 r V z € R (3.21) 

where XA denotes the characteristic function of the subse A; for A as above, we have: 

X,*PlM)*(*)<(aexpW2rxiT V (*,t) € R 2 (3.22) 

so that 
(¥,, E(extA)^)1'2 < (o exp(Al))-r (*,, K*r93)

1/2 • (3.23) 
q.e.d. 

Note that the corollary can be strengthened in case 9% satisfies E(&2)%2 - * J for A? 
compact; indeed there exists then T > 0 such that for all t > T : eA'A 0 A 3 = (} and thus 

(*2,V(*)*i) = 0 V <>T. (3.24) 
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Theorem 3.6 (exponential clustering) Let (A,4>,T) be a non-commutative Anosov sys
tem; a be one of its horocyclic actions, for which A" is defined as in (3.17); 6 be the derivation 
generating a; V(iT) be the domain of 6T , with r > 0. 

Then for every A € A° ai.d <> 0, there exists a > 0 such that for all t € R , all r > 0 and 
all ß € P(* r) : 

| ^ M ' T ( 0 [ B ] > I < e- A ' 'a- '<*;yiM) l/*(^[B]«*'[B))i/J 
(3.25) 

t e ^ i l M ) 1 / 2 (*;*•*)»/' 

with (^M) (frB) = 0, since by (3.15) and (3.17) (<fc A) = 0. 

Proof: Given A 6 A" we have J4 = -40(/) for some i40 € -4 and some / € / " " , hence 
(0; A) = 0. Without loss of generality, we can assume \\A$\\ jt 0; for every a > 0, we have then: 

| |£(-a,a) / U / ) * | | = ( £ rffet^fci^^^ife)!2)' ' < sup |/(fc)|!iMjl p * | | (3.26) 

where {*M0(*) I * € R} denotes the representation of A0i with rerpect to the spectral family 
of A" — the generator of the unitary group U(K) implementing a(K). Since / € / " " , given 
( > 0 there exists a > 0 such that 

| |£(-o,aM#||<«||>l#||. (3.27) 

We now write, for A and B as stated in the theorem: 

\{&,A-T{B))\ < |(A*,V(t)B*)| < | ( t 3 ,V(t)*i) | + |(* c

2,V(r)*,)l (3.28) 

with * j = E{A)A*, 9C

2 s E(bc)A*, A = (-oo, -a] U [a, oo), A c = (-a, a) and *, = B*. 
The theorem then follows from (3.28) upon applying Lemma 3.5 to |(*2, V(i)*i)|, and 

using Schwartz inequality for !(*£, V(<)*i)| together with the inequality (3.27). q.e.d. 

Remarks 3.7 

1. In the definition of r, one may want to allow for R to be replaced by Z; this modification 
requires some adjustments that will be illustrated in section 4. Although we set as a 
separate assumption the (7-invariance of <p, this property alternatively can be viewed as a 
consequence of the following three assumptions: (i) a is unitarily implemented; (ii) Eqn. 
(3.7) holds with (s,t) € R x R or R x Z; and (iii) <j> is r-invariant. 

2. To emphasize the fact that classical Anosov systems are structures appearing in dif
ferential geometry (i.e. with A„ - C°°{M) ), rather than probability theory (i.e. with 
A - L°°(M,dn) ), and the fact that derivations provide a natural non-commutative ex
tension of the classical concept of vector field, one may want to consider the conclusion 
(1) in Theorem 3.2 as the starting point of the theory rather than the relation (3.4) used 
in definition 3.1. 

3. Although it has played no role in this section, one might ultimately want to impose that: 
(i) there exists a dense domain V C A (compare with C°°(M) C L°°(M) for compact M), 
stable under every 6j(j - 1, . . . , n); and (ii) that these derivations form a n-dimensional 
Lie algebra over V. 
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4. In the same vein, it may be interesting to pursue the iact that there exists r.on-
coinmutative Anosov systems (see e.g. section 4) for which the generators of the horocyclic 
actions form a basis in the space of outer derivations. 

5. We did not assume, in the present section, that the dynamics T(R) was the modular 
group for 4>, as this would have precluded the existence of horocyclic actions ffj(R) C 
Aut (A). Nevertheless, see section 6 (e.g. Remark 6.3.2, Lemma 6.6 and Theorem 6.7) for 
a possibility to have </> KMS for r(R) and still keep the main results of the present section. 

6. The consequence (3.7) of the denning relation (3.4) rather than this relation itself was the 
operative condition for the present section. Hence, once (3.7) is obtained, W*-character 
of A is inessential. After that, A could equally well be C*-algebra, a normed *-algbra or 
just a *-algebra. 

7. It is also possible to weaken the assumptions without damaging the essential structures and 
not require that ^ be a faithful state on A, or even dispense entirely with the introduction 
of a state. 

8. In addition to the fact that the subspace H° in theorem 3.3 is stable under V(R) and 
contains the cyclic and separating vector $ , one might wish to demand that dim('ftj) = 1 
i.e. that H° = C$ for each j separately; this would imply that the stati <j> is extremal 
a j-invariant for each j . This might be too much to ask. Nevertheless, a less stringent 
assumption will ensure an ergodic behaviour under the dynamics r(R). Specifically, to 
obtain that U°v = {* | V(t)¥ = ¥ V / € R} is one-dimensional, and thus (since 
we assumed A to be in standard torm with respect to $) 4> <8 extremal r-invariant, it is 
sufficient, by virtue of the absolute continuity of H over W x , to assume that 

dim I f | ft?) =1 (330) 

where 5 is any subset of the index set j = 1,. . . , n; th* cases where S - {1 , . . . , k) (resp. 
S = {k + 1, . . . , n)] could be interpreted as a non-commutative analog of the standard 
feature of classical Anosov flows, namely that the stable [resp. unstable] manifolds are 
dense in M. 

4 The Quantized Arnold Cat as Anosov System 
Recall (see e.g. [AA]) that the phase space (M,u) oi the classical Arnold cat map is the torus 
M = T\"M, with r = {< = it,V) € Z2} and W = {z = (p,q) € R 2 } , equipped with the 
symplectic form u = dp A dq. The discrete "dynamics" of the model is given by the iterates 
{Tn | n € Z} of the natural action on M of T € SL(2, Z) with tr T > 2. Note that the 
eigenvalues f; (j = 1,2) of T satisfy 0 < e\ < 1 < £2 < oo; and that the principal directions 
Xj = («;,«;) (j = 1,2) of T, defined by 

TX^tjX, and \\XjW = 1, (4.1) 

have irrational slope (Vj/iij), so that each of the integral curves of X} is dense in M. 

file:////XjW
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To quantize this model, we introduce first the Weyl algebra {W(() I C = (£>f) € R 2 } for 
A/, satisfying the defining relations 

w(om = m-a \mo\\ = i 
(4 2) 

W(G) W(Ca) - e'2"M<"<*> W{d + <a) 

where <r(Ci»Ca) = 2(6 »ft ~ £2 >?i) and the "deformation parameter" 8 j - 0 plays here the role 
of the Planck constant or the magnetic field, see [Bel]. 

The Weyl algebra for M = T \ M is then obtained by restricting the domain of W to those 
C that satisfy the "periodic boundary conditions" 

W{V)W(QW(T,)' = W(0 V i , € ^ Z 2 . (4.3) 

Hence W will now be restricted to ( € Z 2 . We denote by C the C*-algebra obtained as the 
norm-closure of the linear span V of W = {W(£) | C € Z 2 }. Note that 

<t>: W(t) €W~ 60X (4.4) 

extends to a faithful tracial state <j> over C. Let JT be the faithful representation of C obtained by 
GNS from <f>, and let A = r(C)". Clearly A is a non-abelian von Neumanr. algebra; in particular, 
for irrational values of 0, A is the hyperfinite type Hi-factor. We henceforth identify W(Q and 
*(W(()); similarly V and *(D). Note finally that 

T : W(Q €W~ W{f() 6 W (4.5) 

(where T denotes the transposed of T) extends to a continuous action 

T:(n,A)£ZxA~r(n)[A]eA (4.6) 

satisfying 
<j>or(n) = 4> V n e Z . (4.7) 

Eqn. (4.5) expresses the fact that the dynamics r is quasi-free. 

Definition 4.1 [BNS,Nar]: The Quantized Arnold Cat (for 0 ^ 0) is the non-commutative 
dynamical systcn (A,<t>, r) constructed above. 

In the sense of definition 3.1, except that the time runs here over Z rather than over R, we 
immediately obtain the following result. 

Proposition 4.2 The Quantized Arnold Cat is a non-commutative Anosov system. 

Proof: For j - 1,2 and Xj as in (4.1), define for every s € R: 

ffj(s): W(() 6 W 1- e-
i,{X'-ü W(Q € X> (4.8) 

where (• , •) denotes the usual scalar product in R 2 . Then <Jj extends to a weakly-continuous 
action of R on A: 

a j :(s,A)£KxA ^(Tj(s)[A]eA (4.9) 
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satisfying 
<t>o(Xj(s) = 4> V 5 € R (4.10) 

ind the discrete-time version cf (3.4), namely 

r(n)<7 i(Ä)r(-n) = <r j(e~A'n

Jj) V ( a , n ) € R x Z (4.11) 

where \j = hUj and t, as in (4.1), and thus -oo < Ai < 0 < \% < oo. q.e.d. 

As indicated in Rem. 3.7.1, the fact that the domain of the time-parameter is Z rather than 
R requires some minor modifications to the theory presented in section 3. The following result 
is at the root of most of these modifications. 

Theorem 4.3 With (A,4>,T) and <7j(R) as in Proposition 4.2 

0) 
Vj(a): W(0* 6 « « Oj(»W(C)]* € H (4.12) 

extends to a weakly-continuous, one-parameter unitary group #>(R); the spectrum of 
the generator K} of Uj(K) is a discrete, but dense, subgroup of R, and it ,A simple. 

(B) 
V:W(C)*€? i~r ( l ) [W(C)]*€t t (4.13) 

extends to a unitary operator V on H; and V has homogeneous Lebesgue spectrum (in 
the sense of Kolmogorov). 

Proof: Since C is a deformation (9 ^ 0) of the classical (9 = 0) algebra of functions on T 2 , and 
since the quantum dynamics is quasi-free (4.5), the classical proof, which depends effectively 
only of the vector space structure of the algebra, can be extended straightforwardly to the 
present case. We first notice (see (4.4)) that 

{*< = W(Q* | C € Z 2} (4.14) 

is an orthonormal basis in H. From Eqns. (4.12) and (4.8): 

A'; *< = (*>,<)*< V < € Z 2 (4.J5) 

and thus, with X} - {UJ, Vj) and ( = (i, v): 

Sp [Kj) = fat + Vj v | «,»,) € Z 2 }. (4.16) 

Hence Sp {K:) is a discrete subgroup of R; since m = VJ/UJ is irrational, Sp (Kj) is dense in 
R, and is simple. This proves (i). Note in particular that 

ft0 = {!/>€ ft | Uj(>)1> = tf>V*€R} = C*. (4.17) 

To prove (ii), we parametrize Z 2 \ {0}, and hence 

7iL = {i>$H | (</>,*) = 0} (4.18) 
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as follows. Since the principal directions X, of T (also) have irrational slopes: (RXj) n Z l = (0}, 
and the points of Z2 \ {0} can be re-indexed as C = (£»?) with £€ Z\ {0} indexing the orbits 
of T (except the trivial orbit {0}), and »/ G Z indexing the successive points of the orbit f. We 
thus have: 

UL = span {*~~ U € Z \ {0},TJ 6 Z} (4.19) 

V * f . ? = * t , ? f i V f € Z \ { 0 } , ? € Z (4.20) 

{ 0 € W | V > = * } = W° = C # . (4.21) 

Eqns. (4.20 - 4.21), together with (4.17 - 4.19), are the conclusion (ii) of the theorem. 
qe.d. 

Remarks 4.4 

1. The other results of section 3 (Lyapunov exponents and exponential clustering) hold for 
the present model. Note also that conditions (3.17) and (3.18; in Cor. 3.4 and Thm 3.6 
can be replaced by the following (nerhaps more visualizable) condition: for all a > 0, let 

Va - {C € Z 2 | (X,02 > a) (4.22) 

where X is one of the principal directions of T; and 

A* = Span {W(Q \ ( G Va), (4.?3) 

in this case, we can even write e = 0 in (3.25). 

2. In connection with Rem. 3.7.4, note that in the present model, the diffeiential version of 
(4.12), namely 

T(n) 6j r(-n) = e - A > n Sj Y n € Z (4.24) 

holds on the dense domain V = Span {W(Q | C € Z 2 }, where 

6jMQ) = {Xi,0W{Q V<€Z*. (4-25) 

Hence [Nar,BEJ,Bre,CR] »he generators Sj of the horocyclic actions (4.9) form a basis 
in the space of outer derivations for the differential structuie attached to V, i.e. every 
derivation 6 : V —• V can be written as 

« = c, 6, + cj «j 4- «3 (4.26) 

with 63 (approximatively) inner. 

5 Free Quantum Particle on the Poincare Half-Plane 

The free motion of a classical particle on a compact manifold of constant negative curvature, 
such as a principal domain of the Poincare half-plane, provides a prototype example of an 
Anosov flow (see section 2 above). The question therefore naturally arises as to whether its 
Anosov property survives quantization. We shall now show that, by contrast with the dynamics 
of the Arnold Cat, it does not. 
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The Model 

A6 in section 2, let M c = {z = (x, y) \ x G R, y G R f } be the Poincare half-plane; the measure 
dfic — y~*dxdy is invariant under the free and Uwisi'ive action on ~Me obtained by restricting 
(2.4) to the subgroup H of upper-diagonal matrices in 51(2,R). We parametrize H with its 
two subgroups 

Ht = { 7

+ ( f ) ! v G R} ; H2 ~ {••':) | u € R + } (5.1o) 

with 

We define H to be the Hilbert space L2{M,dp) and U to be the unitary representation of 
H in H, given by 

((/(*)/)(*) = /(ft-'r*]) V ( Z , A ) G F C X # . (5.2) 
Thus, the infinitesimal generators of U(H\), (/(Hi) are -*w>i, -2iu>2, respectively, wheie 

* ö d 
Wl^d-X

; W^*Tx + yTy- ( 5 - 3 ) 

We assume the algebra of observables, A, for a quantum particle on Mc to be (cf. [Ma;Em3]) 
{U(H),C(Me)}", the elements of C(Me) acting multiplicatively on H. Thus, .4 = B{%). Fur 
ther, [Em2,3], A is the W^-algebra generated by an extension of U to a faithful unitary repre
sentation in H of the Weyl group, W, of the CCR for a particle in ~Me. To be specific, the Lie 
algebra W of U(W) has as basis the operators (tPi,wj, w3, w4, w$), where w\,wj are as defined 
by (5.3) and 

W3 = xy~l; w4 = - ( 1 + j T 1 ) ; u>5 = 1 (5.4) 

all acting multiplicatively on H. Thus, the structure of W is given by 

[u/j, u)j] = . uj ; [mi, u>3] = u>4 + u>5 ; [u>2, u><] = w4 + u>5 (5.5) 

all other commutators between the «Vs vanishing. The group iy is then [Em3] a central exten
sion by R of a group G, which is itself a central extension of // by R 2 . 

In a standard way, we term an automorphism, a, of A, quasi-free if U(W) is stable under 
Q, i.e., if there is ai automorphism. 5. of YV, such that aU(F) z U(aF). 

The free dynamics of a particle on Me is governed by the one-parameter group r(R) of 
automorphisms of A, given by 

r(t)[A] = V(t)AV(-t) (5.6) 
where 

V(t) = exp(-iAi) (5.7) 
and A is the Laplace-Beltrami operator for Tfc, i.e 

The model of a quantum particle on ~MC is thus given by (A,T), One defines similarly the 
dynamics on a fundamental domain Mc = V \ ~MC (see section 2 and [Eml]), with 7ic -
L2(Mc,dne). Ac ~ B(HC) and Ac the Laplace-Beltrami operator for Mc-
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Violation of Anosov and Quasi-Free Conditions 

In the case of the Arnold Cat, the Anosov property of r stems from the fact that it is quasi-frw 
and implemented by classical Anosov automorphisms of its Weyl group. Since, the dynamics of 
the present models are also obtained by quantisation of free Anosov dynamics, it is reasonable 
to ask whether the same situation also prevails here. However, the following Propositions show 
that it does not. 

Proposition 5.1 For any normal, rp-invariant state, <£r, on Ar, the dynamical system 
{At,rr,4>r) is not Anosov. 

Proof: Since [BGM] the spectrum of Ar is discrete, it follows from Theorem 3.3 that the 
model cannot be Anosov. q.e.d. 

Proposition 5.2 The model (A,r) is neither quasi-free nor Anosov. 

Proof: Since the spectrum of A is positive, it follows again from Theorem 3.3 that the model 
cannot satisfy the Anosov condition. 

The proof that r is not quas'-free, i.e., that U(W) is not stable under r(R), is an immediate 
consequence of Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 below. We include them for completeness but the result is 
to be expected since here even classically the Lie-algebra does not close if one adds the A to 
the u>'s. q.e.d. 

Lemma 5.3 The restriction of W to P is not stable under J4</(A). 

Lemma 5.4 If t£ is the infinitesimal generator of a one-parameter subgroup, 5(R), of V(W), 
such that r (R) : S(R)—U{W), then Ad(A)(£], as denned on T>, belongs to >V. 

Proof of Lemma 5.3 It follows from our definitions that 

[A, w3] = 2 ( y ^ ~xß~~ w 3) on V. 

The required result follows from the fact that, by eqns. (5.3) and (5.4), the r.h.s. of this equation 
manifestly does not belong to W. q.e.d. 

Proof of Lemma 5.4 Let St(s) = T(t)[S{s)] = V(t)S(s)V(-t), Vs,t € R, and let i£(«) be 
the infinitesimal generator of S ((R). Then the assumption that r(R) : S(R)-+U(W) implies 
that ((t) lies in W. Hence, £(t) is a complex linear combination of the w'}f, i.e., 

« 0 = £*.,«*(<)«'*. (5-9) 

Further, by the above definition of St, 

Mt)f,Sti»)g) = (S(-*)f,V(-t)g) Vf,g€H. (5.10) 
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Hence, as T> lies in the domains of all elements of W, 

(V(t)Mt)9) = (Zf,V(-t)g) Vf,gEV (5.11) 

i.e., by (5.11), 
£ f cc k(*)(V(«)/,«W) = (tf, V(-t)g) Vf,g € V. (5.12) 

Consequently, if / i , . . , /s,ff € V and 

Zi*(0s(*W;,»*ff) a r * dj(«)s(€/j,V(-l)9); (5.13) 

then 
£/,•*(*)«*(*) = «*i(<). (5.H) 

We note here that, since V lies in the domains of the polynomials in the u>/s and A, it follows 
that Ljk and dj are C°° functions on R. 

In order to ensure that the matrix [!_,*(/)) is invertlble, at least for (in a neighbourhood 
of the origin, we choose g so that the vectors {wjg | j = 1,.. .5} are linearly independent; and 
then we choose each /_, to be orthogonal to {wkg | k ^ j}, but not to Wjg. Thus, [Ljk(O)] is 
a diagonal matrix, whose determinant is non-zero. Hence, it follows from (5.13) and the C°° 
char"-* r of [£>*(<)] that, for t in a neighbourhood of {0}, this matrix is invertible and its 
inverse, [Lj^t)] is C°°. Consequently, by (5 14) and the C°° property of the dfs, the functions 
Cj(t) are C°°, for t in this neighbourhood of {0}. 

Reverting now to the situation where f,g are arbitrary elements of V, we find, on differen
tiating eqn. (5.14) w.r.t. t at t = 0, that 

E 4 M 0 ) ( / , « w ) + icfc(0)(A/,n>tf)l = i'U/, A f l) V/,s e P , 

i e, as { = £.kck{0)wk, by (5.11), 

[A,{] = i£fci*(0)wfc, on X». 

Since the r.h.s. of this equation lies in W, this establishes the required result. q.e.d. 

6 Quantized Field on the Rindler Wedge 
Let (Ml,l,g) denote the 2-dimensional Minkowski space, with null, future-directed, coordinates 
(u, v); and with metric g = 4 dudv. In the Poincare group Pl,x, we consider the following one-
parameter subgroups: the Lorentz boosts 

A:(:;(u,v))€ R x A/ 1' 1 ~ ( / U ) C - ' v) € A/ 1 ' 1 (6.1) 

and the '.wo null-translations 

JV, : ( » , ( » , v ) ) e R x M u -» (u+ *,»)€ A/ 1 , 1 V a € R (6.2) 

JV 3:(«,(tt,tO)€Rx Af1,1 »-(«,v + a) € M 1 ' 1 V s € R. (6.3) 
For any weakly continuous, unitary representation U of / > 1 ,

1 we write (with j ~ 1,2): 

V(*) = l/(A(0) and U,l , = V{N}($)) V«,*6R. (6.4) 
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Note that these operators satisfy the Anosov property: 

V(t) Uj(s) V(-t) = Vjie-** a) V (a,*) € R 2 (6.5) 

with Ai = - 1 and A2 = +1. 
This relation is therefore satisfied, in particular, for every relativistic QFT on M 1 , 1 with 

^(P'^J-invariant vacuum $. From the Reeh-Schlieder theorem [RS], • is cyclic and separating 
for the von Neumann algebra A of the observables relative to the wedge 

W = {(ti,v) € M u | « > 0,« < 0} (6.6) 

which is, moreover, stable under the action (6.1). Let finally 

4>:A€A>-(*,A*)€C (6.7) 

r : (i, A) € F. x A ~ V(t) .t V(-t) € A. (6.8) 

Definition 6.1 [Rin]: The quantized Rindler wedge (in Minkowski space) is the non-
commutative dynamical system (A, 4>, r) constructed above. 

Proposition 6.2 On the quantized Rindler wedge (A,4>,T) the semi-groups of endomor-
phisros, denned for j = 1,1, by 

Oj :{$,A)€KJXA<-* Uj{s) A Uj(-a) e A (6.9) 

(where Ri = R + , and Rj = R~) satisfy the Anosov condition 

r (0»>(* ) r ( -0 = »i(«"A , <*) V ( « , 0 € R j x R (6.10) 

with \\ - - 1 and Aj = +1. 

Proof: Immediate from (6.5, 6.8, 6.9) and from the fact that the wedge (6.6) is stable under 
^(R, ) . q.e.d. 

Remarks 8.3 

1. The inclusion ffj(s) [A] C A for a € R> \0 is strict; this follows from the fact that Oj{a) [A] 
is the algebra of observables w.r.t. the wedge Nj(s) [W] C W. 

2. The fact that the o3{s) for a € R; \ 0 are ^-algebraic maps that are infective but not 
surjective reflects the fact, first pointed out by Bisognano and Wichmann [BW] that 
r(R), as defined by (6.8), (6.4) and (6.1), is the modular group for 4>, so that (6.10) is 
incompatible with 4>oa}($) = <p and <J,{s) € Aut (.4), since the latter would imply [Tak] 
that ff}(a) would commute with r(R). 

3. The modular automorphisms, r, represent the timme-translations of relativistic quantum 
fields, as percieved by a uniformly accelerated observer, and are directly relevant to the 
Unruh and Hawking effects [Se]. 
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Corollary 6.4 For every s € R (not just Rj), let 

ffj(s): A € A ~ ff,-(«) i4 */,(*)* € 5(H). (6.11) 

Then 

(1) OJ(»)[A] CA VseRj 

(2)fURM-)M] = C / 

(3) V*R»i(*)H] = *(W) 
(4) For each s 6 R <7j(.s)[.4]* is dense in W. 

(5) With Kj denoting the generator of the unitary group Uj(K) implementing <7j(R) : 
Sp (Kj) = R + and the eigenvalue 0 of Kj is simple. 

Proof: (1) - (4) are immediate consequences of the argument in Remark 6-3.1. From <tx>Oj(s) = 
<f> and (6.5) and by Theorem 3.3, we know that Sp (Kj) contains at least R + or R~; R" \ 0 
however is ruled out by: the spectral condition of the energy-momentum P — (P°,PX) of a 
relativistic QFT; and Kj = PQ + ( - l ) j + 1 P1. {0} simple follows similarly. q.e.d. 

Remark 6.5 Thus, the quantum field on the Rindler wedge induces an algebraic K-structure 
[Em3,NT] on the dynamical systems (BCH),<(>,ffj), attached to the whole Minkowski space A/ 1 , 1, 
in addition to the fact that the dynamical system (A,4>,r), attached to the wedge W, satisfies 
the vectorial K-filtering of Corollary 3.4. Notice moreover that the generator H of V(R) has 
homogeneous Lebesgue spectrum over the full real line R, in contrast to the above conclusion 
(5), namely Sp (Kj) = R + only. 

The following result, essentially due to Borchers [Bor], shows the sense in which the above 
properties of the wedge are generic. 

Lemma 6.6 Let 0 be a faithful, non-tracial, normal state on a von Neumann algebra A 
(presented in the standard foirp w.r.t. <j> on H). Let Oj (j = 1,2) be a weakly continuous action 

aj : (s, A) e Rj x A •-» <fj(a)[A] € A (6.12) 

of the additive semi-group Rj = R + [resp. R"] for j = 1 [resp. j - 2]; and assume that for 
each J € Rj 

Oj(a) € End (A) ; Oj(s)[A]* dense in H. (6.13) 

Then, there exists a weakly continuous, one-parameter group of unitaries Uj(R) (j = 1,2), 
acting on H, such that 

a}(s)\A) = Uj(s) A Uj(-s) V (s, A) € R ; x A. (6.14) 

Moreover, if the generator A'7 of Uj(R) has positive spectrum, then <7j(R) satisfy the Anosov 
condition 

T(t)aJ(f)r(-t) = a](e-x>t s) V(« ,<)€RxR (6.15) 
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for \i = - 1 , A? = +1, and for the modular action 

T : (t, A) € R x A ~ A*' / 2* 4 e"*''2' € .4 (6.16) 

relative to 4>; and 
^0(Tj{5) = ^. (C.17) 

Proof: (6.13) imply that for every s € Kj 

Vj(s) :A*ZV0~ ffj{s)[A}* 6 V. (6.1S) 

are isometries, with dense domain T>0 = .4$ and dense range V, = <Tj(s)[.4]4; they can therefore 
be extended uniquely to unitaries acting on H; Uj(-) is then extended from a € R, to s € R 
by {/;(-.•) s tfjja)*. This proves (6.14). From [Bor], w.» know that V(r) = A'*/ 2' and r/,-(*) 
satisfy the Anosov condition (6.5), from which (6.15 - 6.16) follow immediately; so does (6.17) 
by virtue of the second part of Remark 3.7.1. 

Theorem 6.7 The quantum field on the Rindler wedge, and more generally any dynamical 
system described as in Lemma 6.6, satisfy the essential properties (Lyapunov exponents, and 
exponential clustering) ascribed to the non-commutative Anosov systems of section 3. 

Proof: These properties are consequence of (3.7) = (6.5) which is satisfied for the Rindler 
wedge by construction, and in general from the assumption of Lemma 6.6. q.e.d. 

Remark« 6.8 

1. For the quantum field on the Rindler wedge, the exponential clustering w.r.t. Lorentz 
boosts could have been obtained directly from the Lehmann-Källen representation 
[Le,Ka]. 

2. Theorem 6.7 opens applications beyond the Rindler «vedge since Lemma 6.6 holds inde
pendently of whether the actions Oj commute with one another (see e.g. the discussion of 
the Ae Sitter universe in [Thi]). 

7 Concluding Remarks 
We have provided a framework for a generalisation of the classical theory of Anosov systems to 
the quantum regime, where the algebra of observables is non-commutative. Here, as in Connes's 
non-commutative geometry [Co], the required differential structure is provided by derivations of 
this algebra, which, in the classical case, correspond to vector fields on a Riemannian manifold. 
The dynamical system obtained by imposing the Anosov hyperbolicity conditions onto this 
structure then has the vectorial K-property. 

Our principal results on concrete models are the following. 

(1) The quantum version of the 'Arnold Cat', as given by automorphisms of the non-
commutative ton.;, is a quasi-fret, exponentially clustering, Anosov system, whose hy
perbolic dynamics is inherited from that of its Weyl group. 
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(2) On the other hand, the dynamics of a quantum particle, moving freely, i.e. without external 
forces, on the Poincare half-plane, is neither quasi-free nor Anosov. Thus, in this case, 
quantisation destroys the Anosov property. 

(3) The modular dynamics of an arbitrary re'ativistic quantum field on the Rindler wedge of 
Minkowski space possesses the Anosov property. 

Thus, of the above examples, (2) is the only one that lacks the Anosov property. It is also 
the only one whose algebra of observables is a type I factor. For the algebra of (1) is (cf. [BNS]) 
either a type II] factor or a tensor product of a classical algebra L°°(T2) and a finite type I 
factor I n , depending on whether the non-commutativity parameter of the model is rational or 
irrational; while the algebra of (3) is always of type III. Hence, our results are in line with 
the conventional wisdom that the only systems, apart from the (essentially) classical ones, that 
enjoy good ergodic properties are those whose algebras of observables are of type II or III. 
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